
PERSONALIZED SERVICE

GASTRONOMY ·  TASTE DISCOVERIES

HEALTH & WELLNESS ·  SPA BODYNA
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Alicante - Hospes Amérigo Granada - Hospes Palacio de los Patos Salamanca - Hospes Palacio de San Esteban

Cáceres - Hospes Palacio de Arenales & Spa Madrid - Hospes Puerta de Alcalá Seville - Hospes Las Casas del Rey de Baeza

Córdoba - Hospes Palacio del Bailío Mallorca - Hospes Maricel & Spa Valencia - Hospes Palau de la Mar

It is the place for relaxation, the place for rest and the place for sleep. The essence of hospitality

It's history, art, architecture, harmony, luminosity, noble materials, gastronomy, well-being, sustainable development, 

young, fresh and close service...

Tradition and Vanguard in Harmony

Destinations
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Locations
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Sevillian architecture: pure magic all day long

Located in the heart of Seville’s old town, this traditional Sevillian-
architecture building used to be a local neighbors' courtyard in the 18th
century. Today, it is an ideal setting for guests to relax, imagine and
dream. Inside, the contrasts are everywhere and emotions run wild. The
colors and the aromas of the central courtyard evoke activity and energy.
The stone, clay and chalk used in the building’s construction give it a
touch of authenticity and a high architectural and historical value.

Seville
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ROOMS

41 Rooms

29 Dreamer’s

7 Deluxe

5 Suites

TASTE DISCOVERIES

Azahar Restaurant

Pool Bar

Room Service 24h

BODYNA Natural Care

Chill-Out

Massages and Treatments

Outside pool with views

MEETING ROOMS

3 meeting rooms for up to 40 people

Events can also be organized in the patio and other areas
around the hotel

Audiovisual equipment for hire
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OTHER FEATURES AND SERVICES
Bathrobes, slippers, in-room safe, broadband
Internet, air-conditioning/heating
Pillow menu. WI-FI
Natural essence toiletries
Finest-quality Egyptian cotton sheets and American pile bath towels
Flat-screen TV and DVD player in Superior rooms
Selection of CDs and DVDs
Local, domestic and international newspapers
Terrace with panoramic views
Library and internet Corner
Private parking and free use of  bicycles 

From Malaga: Enter the city through the Av. Luis Montoto. After crossing Recaredo, enter the Carmona- San Esteban-Casa Pilatos gate. Take the second
street to the right Rodríguez Marín, San Ildefonso square. To the right to Zamudio, San Leandro sq. and again, second to the right (Cardenal Cervantres).
Take the right again and you will reach Plaza Jesús de la Redención.

From Madrid-Córdoba: Enter through Kansas City. Once you pass the train station Santa Justa, turn to the right through José Laguillo. When you arrive to
the hotel Emperador Trajano, turn to the left through Gonzalo Bilbao. Then Puñón-Rostro-Escuelas Pías and from then when you see the church of Santa
Catalina, turn to the left to enter Plaza Jesús de la Redención.

Sevilla
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Meeting Rooms
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Spaces
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